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Speaking Bio 
  
Marcey Rader is an award-winning, top-rated, high-impact speaker who packs presentations with 
actionable advice and real-world wisdom, decluttering the mind, body, and business, one habit at a 
time.  She's the founder of Work Well. Play More! where entrepreneurs, organizations, and leaders trust 
to help kick their lifestyles back into balanced gear through keynotes, workshops, and coaching. She's 
the author of two books, the creator of an online course, and regularly featured in various media 
outlets.  
 
Her speaking roster's alive with engagements for Fortune 100 companies, startups, and everyone in 
between. From North Dakota to Dubai, manufacturing to biotech. Clients learn to escalate their energy, 
conquer the calendar, master tasks, and extinguish email. Climbing the ladder or building their business 
without sacrificing their health. If you're ready for a swift kick in the energy, check out Marcey to Work 
Well and Play More! 
 
 
Speaking - 100 word Bio 
 
Marcey Rader's an award-winning, top-rated, high-impact speaker who packs presentations with 
actionable advice and real-world wisdom, decluttering the mind, body, and business, one habit at a 
time. Her speaking roster's alive with engagements for Fortune 100 companies, startups, and everyone 
in between. From North Dakota to Dubai, manufacturing to biotech. Clients learn to escalate their 
energy, conquer the calendar, master tasks, and extinguish email. Climbing the ladder or building their 
business without sacrificing their health. If you're ready for a swift kick in the energy, check out Marcey 
to Work Well and Play More!® 
 
 
General Bio 
  
Marcey Rader has worn many shoes; as a corporate ladder-climber, business owner, ultra-athlete, 
kombucha brewer, and hoop dancer. She's the founder of Marcey Rader Coaching and Work Well. Play 
More!; where entrepreneurs, organizations, and leaders trust to help kick their lifestyles back into 
balanced gear through keynotes, workshops, and coaching. 
  
Marcey's clients learn to maximize their performance and leave business-burnout in the dust by 
escalating their energy, conquering the calendar, mastering tasks, and extinguishing email. They create 
boundaries, break barriers, and find white space in their lives without sacrificing their health. 
  
On top of that, she's the Amazon best-selling author of two books (Beyond Travel: A Road Warrior's 
Survival Guide and Hack the Mobile Lifestyle: 6 Steps to Work Well and Play More!) and creator of a 
digital course. She's also a regular guest in and contributor to digital, print, and audio media outlets. 
 
Marcey and her team help declutter the mind, body, and inbox one habit at a time so clients can Work 
Well and Play More! 
 
100 Word Bio 
Marcey Rader is a speaker, coach, author, course creator, and founder of Work Well. Play More! where 
entrepreneurs, organizations, and leaders trust to help kick their lifestyles back into balanced gear 
through keynotes, workshops, and coaching. Marcey's clients maximize their performance and leave 
business-burnout in the dust by escalating their energy, conquering the calendar, mastering tasks, and 
extinguishing email. They create boundaries, break barriers, and find white space in their lives without 
sacrificing their health. Marcey and her team help declutter the mind, body, and inbox one habit at a 
time so clients can Work Well and Play More! 


